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What Is FM?
By EVERETT EDDEY, E.E. IV
Numerous advertisements have appeared re-
cently extolling the wonders of FM, frequency
modulation, for radio broadcasting. These ad-
vertisements state that FM is an entirely new
and different method of radio broadcasting pro-
ducing almost perfect reproduction of sound at
the receiver without any static or other noise.
After reading these advertisements, those people
who are unfamiliar with FM may be inclined to
wonder what the new principle by which FM
works might be, whether or not FM actually does
do away with static, and whether or not there
might be some compensating disadvantages con-
nected with FM. This article will attempt to
answer these questions by presenting a discussion
of the nature of sound and the manner by which
it is carried from the broadcasting studio to the
loudspeaker in the home receiver by FM and by
the present method of radio transmission, ampli-
tude modulation or AM. The relative merits of
FM will then be considered.
As most engineers know, sound is transmitted
as a wave of rarefactions and condensations of the
particles in the medium transmitting the sound.
In a pure tone, these rarefactions and condensa-
tions occur at constant and regular intervals. Thus
when one hears the note middle C in the musical
scale, the rarefactions and condensations reach
the ear at the rate of 256 times a second. The
sound wave for such a pure tone might be repre-
sented on paper in the manner shown in figure 1
(a) where the displacement of the particles trans-
mitting the wave is plotted against distance
through the medium. The wave moves through
space in a manner similar to the motion of a water
wave in a body of water. This sound wave repre-
sented in figure 1 (a) is characterized by two
quantities: amplitude of vibration and frequency.
The amplitude of vibration is the maximum dis-
placement from the undisturbed position and
determines the loudness of the sound. The fre-
quency of the sound wave is the number of
condensations or rarefactions occuring p e r
second. For middle C, the frequency is 256
vibrations per second. One complete vibration,
that is one condensation and one rarefaction,
is shown in figure 1 (a). The pitch of a tone
is determined by the frequency of its sound wave.
The complicated sounds of speech and music are
composed of a sum of different pure tones of
different amplitude and frequency. The normal
human ear can hear sound ranging from about 16
to 16,000 vibrations per second. Frequencies in
this range are referred to as audio frequencies.
It is a physical fact that electrical alternating
currents and voltages are waves of a similar
nature to sound waves. By means of a micro-
phone it is possible to convert a sound wave into
an equivalent electrical wave. When this electrical
wave is fed into a loudspeaker, the loudspeaker
functions to convert the electrical wave back into
the original sound wave. The simplest type of
telephone circuit consists merely of a microphone
for converting sound waves into electrical waves
r\
r\
—Courtesy General Electric.
(a) Sound wave (b) Carrier (c) Modulation (d) Effect of noise (e) Action of receiver (f) Sound at loudspeaker
Figure 1. A comparison of AM and FM methods, AM above and FM below.
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and of a receiver for converting the electrical
waves back into sound waves.
When the problem of transmission through the
air by radio is considered, it might be thought that
it would be possible to send the audio frequency
electrical waves out at the transmitter, have them
picked up by the receiving set, and converted into
sound waves in a manner similar to the action
of the simple telephone circuit described above.
Although this method would be theoretically pos-
sible, it is found practically that the radiation of
audo frequency electrical equipment w a v e s
through space is very inefficient and would require
cumbersome equipment. In addition such a
method would allow only one program to broad-
cast at a given time.
Although audio frequency electrical waves can
not be radiated efficiently or convenietly, high
frequency electric waves can be. The method of
radio transmission is then to superimpose an
audio frequency wave upon a high frequency
electric wave; or as is said, the rf wave (radio
frequency, a high frequency wave) is modulated
by the af (audio frequency) wave. It is in the
method of modulation (superposition) that FM
differs from AM.
The rf wave referred to above is known as the
carrier wave and the corresponding frequency is
known as the carrier frequency. The carrier wave
is shown in figure 1 (b) and is the same in shape
for both FM and AM. For AM, carrier frequen-
cies vary from 550,000 vibrations (or cycles) per
second to 1,600,000 cycles per second, or as is
usually said, 550 kilocycles per second ("kilo"
means 1,000) to 1600 kilocycles per second. "Kilo-
cycles per second" is usually abbreviated as "kc".
When one sets his radio dial at 700, he is tuning
to a carrier frequency of 700 kc. Carrier frequen-
cies in FM are much higher than with AM.
Probably the most obvious manner in which to
modulate an rf wave with an af wave would be
to vary the amplitude of vibration of the rf wave
in accordance with the varying ampltude of the
af wave. This is the actual method used in AM
and is illustrated in the upper half of figure 1 (c).
It will be seen that the outline or envelope of the
rf wave is now the af wave. The receiver is pro-
vided with circuits for extracting the envelope
from the rf wave thus obtaining the original af
wave. By relatively simple mathematical analy-
sis it can be shown that when an rf wave is modu-
lated by an af wave of a given frequency, the re-
sulting rf wave contains two frequency compon-
ents, one of which is greater that the rf carrier
wave by the amount of the af frequency and the
other is smaller that the carrier frequency by the
same amount. Thus when one tunes to 700 kc, the
—Courtesy General Electric.
Figure 2. At the New York World's Fair, not a crackle
of static came from this FM radio receiver even
though powerful bolts of man-made lightning were
released just a few feet away.
actual signal received.varies slightly about 700 kc.
By law this variation is limited to 5 kc either
side of the carrier frequency, thus giving a fre-
quency band of lOkc. Since the AM carrier fre-
quency band extends from 550kc to 1600 kc (in
this country), (1600—550)/10 or 105 "channels"
are available for stations in the United States.
With FM, the frequency, instead of the ampli-
tude, of carrier is varied according to the af
signal. The effect is illustrated in the lower half
of figure 1 (c). It will be observed that the am-
plitude of vibration of the carrier wave remains
unchanged in modulation. The instantaneous fre-
quency of the carrier wave varies according to
the af signal. The interval of time required for
a cycle is changed so that the carrier wave cycles
become bunched together in some places and
stretched out in others so that the wave shape
looks somewhat like an accordion which is being
played. The receiver is equipped with a circuit
whose response varies as the cycles of the carrier
wave are bunched together or spread out. Hence
this circuit is capable of transforming the
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constant-amplitude, variable-frequency carrier
wave into the original af wave.
Theoretically both AM and FM should produce
equally good results. However the two methods
differ in the amount of discrimination which they
will permit between desired and undesired signals.
The undesired signal may come from a radio sta-
tion other than the one which the listener desires
to hear or may arise from static either from
natural lightning or from electrical machinery,
automobile ignition systems, etc. The sources of
static act just as if they were broadcasting sta-
tions transmitting irregular sounds. Therefore
the interferance they produce is electrically the
same as that produced by an undesired radio
signal, and in this article both types of interfer-
ence will be covered under the term "undesired
signal".
In AM the amplitude of vibration of the unde-
sired signal merely adds directly to the amplitude
of vibration of the desired wave. This action is
shown in the top half of figure 1 (d) in which the
irregular variations are produced by the unde-
sired signal. The ratio of desired signal to unde-
—Courtesy General Electric.
Figure 3. Two-bay circular antenna of an
FM radio station.
sired signal in the final output of the receiver is
the same as ratio of the amplitude of the desired
signal to the amplitude of the undesired signal.
If the amplitude of the undesired signal is 30
per cent of the amplitude of the desired signal,
then the undesired signal will be 30 per cent of
the desired signal in the final output of the re-
ceiver loudspeaker. This fact illustrates the
greatest disadvantage of AM, namely even rela-
tive small undesirable signal will be noticable in
the receiver output. It is found that an undesired
signal can be detected in the output of the receiver
whenever it is more than 1 per cent of the desired
signal. This fact means that the desired signal
must be 100 times as great as the undesired
signal to give noise-free reception. The enormous
amount of power that would be required for this
condition to hold at reasonable distances from the
radio station prohibits this method of eliminating
interferance.
With FM the undesired signal also adds to
the desired signal as shown in the lower half of
figure 1 (d). However in this case it is only varia-
tions in the frequency of the undesired signal that
can affect the final output since all amplitude vari-
ations are eliminated in a "limiter" circuit in the
receiver which cuts off the maximum amplitude
variations as shown by the shaped portions of the
lower half of figure 1 (e). Moreover, the frequency
variations of the undesired signal cannot add
directly to the frequency variations of the de-
sired signal so that the effect in the final output
of the undesired signal is not proportional to
the magnitude of the undesired signal in com-
parison with the desired signal as is the case with
AM. With FM, if the desired signal is at least
twice the undesired signal, the desired signal will
take control, over-riding the undesired signal
which is reduced to a negligible value. This fact
is the reason why FM is able to give noise-free
reception. The desired signal must be merely
twice the undesired signal. Of course, the reverse
is also true; that is, when the undesired signal
becomes greater than twice the desired signal the
undesired signal takes over and the desired is
blotted out. If an automobile is equipped with an
FM receiver, and the car is driven away from the
FM station, the reception is at first noise free. The
signal strength, of course, drops as the distance
from the station is increased. When the desired
signal strength drops to less than twice the un-
desired signal strength, noise is introduced and
the desired signal is soon completely blotted out.
The point at which this action occurs is known
as the threshold point and is a limiting factor
in the range of the FM transmitter.
(Please turn to page 26)
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• How does an engineering student eventually
become vice president or head of a company?
What—over and above his technical education
—must he know to qualify as a top executive?
The answer is: a basic understanding of prac-
tical business principles and methods.
It is this PLUS knowledge that enables him to
see beyond the specialized activities of one de-
partment—to grasp the importance of Market-
ing, Finance and Accounting as well as Pro-
duction.
Fundamentals Needed
The Alexander Hamilton Institute's Modern
business Course and Service provides a thor-
ough groundwork in the fundamentals under-
lying all business and industry. With the help
of this intensive training, an alert man can
accomplish more in months than he could,
ordinarily, in years!
Many Technical Subscribers
There is a scientific quality about the Institute's
Course and Service that appeals to technically-
trained men. That is why there are so many
prominent members of the engineering pro-
fession among the more than 400,000 sub-
scribers. They include: J. W. Assel, Chief En-
gineer, Timken Steel & Tube Co.; Lewis Bates,
Plant Mgr., E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.;
Lewis P. Kalb, Vice President, Chg. Eng. &
Mfg., Continental Motors Corporation; H. W.
Steinkraus, President, Bridgeport Brass Co.
Institute training fills the gap in ordinary
technical education, and provides access to the
thinking and experience of many famed indus-
trialists. It is basic, broad in scope and fits into
a busy schedule.
Prominent Contributors
Among the prominent men who have contrib-
uted to the Course and Service are: Thomas
J. Watson, President, International Business
Machines Corp.; Frederick W. Pickard, Vice
President and Director, E. I. du Pont de Ne-
mours & Co.; Clifton Slusser, Vice President,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
SEND FOR The Institute's pro-
_ _ _ _ , - , _ _«._,_. gram is factually ex-
FORGING AHEAD plained in the fast-
IN BUSINESS reading pages of its
iamous 64-page book,
— FREE! "Forging Ahead in
Business." There is no
charge for this book-
let; no obligation in-
Forging Ahead volved. Simply fill in
in Business the coupon below,
and your FREE copy
will be mailed to you
promptly.
Alexander Hamilton Institute
Alexander Hamilton Institute
Dept. 283, 71 West 23rd St.. New York 10. N Y.
In Canada: 54 Wellington St., W., Toronto L, Ont.
Please mail me. without cost, a copy of the 64-page
book-"FORGING AHEAD IN BUSINESS.'
Name
Firm Name
Business Address
Position
Home Address
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It was previously stated that there are 105 AM channels
available in this country. However, there are at present about
900 AM stations in operation in this country. It will be seen
that several AM stations must be assigned to the same channel.
Even if these stations are separated by many miles, there will
still be some interference. With FM, however, there is no
interference when the signal strength of one station is twice
the other. Hence two stations in different cities can be as-
signed the same carrier frequency without interference.
It was stated that the normal human ear can hear sounds
whose frequencies range from about 16 to 16,000 cycles per
AM
750
Stations stations
—Courtesy General Electric.
Figure 4. A predicted development of AM and FM.
second. However, AM stations are permitted to transmit only
signals representing sounds up to 5,000 cycles per second. With
FM sounds of frequencies up to 15,000 cycles can be transmitted.
These high frequency sounds represent harmonics and overtones
which give quality to the sounds being received. Hence the
quality of reception with FM is inherently better than with AM.
The advantages of FM over AM are then noise-free recep-
tion of better quality. Now, what are the disadvantages of
FM? The reader will reall that with AM the frequency of a
radio signal varies about 5kc on either side of the carrier fre-
quency. With FM the frequency must vary about 100 kc on
either side of the carrier frequency. Now, it is desirable that
this frequency swing be but a small percentage of the carrier
frequency. In order for this condition to hold with FM, it
has been necessary to use very high frequency carrier fre-
quencies. The Federal Communications Commission now pro-
poses to use carrier frequencies of about 100,000 kc for FM
stations. These high frequencies present the chief difficulties
connected with FM. At first convenient or suitable equipment
was not available to handle these frequencies. However, re-
cently great advances have been made in the development of
high frequency equipment so that probably the lack of proper
equipment can no longer be considered a disadvantage of FM.
(Please turn to page 28)
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RADIO TODAY
Leeuwenhoek Saw a New World in a Tiny Bead of Glass
SHEETS
RODS
TUBES
FABRICATED
PARTS
MOLDED MACERATED
and
MOLDED LAMINATED
FORMS and PRODUCTS
ipriSTORY does not reveal who
•W"H invented the microscope. But
it was a Dutch merchant, Anthony
Van Leeuwenhoek who made it
practical. Peering through a tiny
bead of glass he ground into a lens,
he became the first to see the organ-
isms of the microscopic world.
This kind of inquisitiveness still
pays. For example, present-day in-
vestigators are bringing into view
many practical new uses for plas-
tics. You may initiate and benefit
from these newer or wider uses.
Here's how. You know best what
properties — physical, electrical,
chemical or mechanical you re-
quire of a material. Give us this in-
formation to start on and we'll be
glad to let you know whether our
type of technical plastics can help
you in current or future plans. In any
case, send for the complete catalog
of Synthane technical plastics.
S Y M I I A V K CORPORATION, OAKS, P E N N S Y L V A N I A
Plan your present and future products with Synthane Technical Plastics
SHEETS• RODS • TUBES*FABRICATED PARTS MOLDEBLAMINATED • MOLDED MACERATED
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SYNTHANE
W I R E S a n d C A B L E S
for every electrical purpose
CONDUITS —RACEWAYS
Moldings, Underfloor Duct,
Steel, Non-Metallic
A raceway for every wiring system
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However, it should be noted that new equip-
ment will be needed both for the transmission
and reception of FM broadcast. This fact means
that there must be considerable money laid out
for the purchase of new equipment and repre-
sents a certain economic disadvantage.
There are, however, certain more basic disad-
vantages connected with the use of high fre-
quencies. As the frequency of a radio wave is
increased, its properties become more nearly like
those of light waves. Thus at the frequency used
in FM the waves travel in straight lines as light
waves do. Hence the range of an FM trans-
mitter is limited to the optical horizon (or the
the threshold distance if this distance is smaller)
The practical effect of these statements is to limit
the range of an FM transmitter to about 75 miles.
This range wTould be satisfactory in metropolitan
regions, but would not give very good coverage
for country districts.
In addition to this limitation of range, high
frequency radio waves have the additional dis-
advantage that buildings and hills cast shadows
into the waves just as they produce shadows in
sunlight. This fact means that reception is diffi-
cult behind a building or hill. This disadvantage
can be remedied to some extent by good receiving
antenna design, but there still remain some re-
gions in which reception is impossible. Fortun-
ately, these regions are small in comparison with
the regions in which reception is possible, but the
people in these regions are just out of luck.
Among other disadvantages is the fact that
few radio repairmen, at present, know how to ser-
vice FM receivers so that the owner of an FM
receiver may experience considerable difficulty in
obtaining repairs on his receiver. Presumably
this disadvantage will no longer exist when FM
becomes more common. In addition, special and
new equipment is needed in the telephon circui s
supplying the FM networks thus providing ad-
ditional equipment costs. Still another disadvan-
tage is the fact that automobile ignition systems
and some other sources of static seem to have
more effect on FM reception than AM reception.
Well, just what does the future hold for FM
and AM? Apparently, most people in the radio
industry feel the advantage of FM greatly out-
weighs its disadvantages for great expansion in
this field has been planned for the post-war
period. However, the reader should not assume
that AM is going to be entirely replaced. AM has
certain invaluable advantages over FM. Its wider
range is useful in communications work (for
(Please turn to page 32)
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Lufkin micrometers
are the ideal tool for
quickly ami accurate-
ly checking machined
parts.
L U F K I N MICROMETERS
cause of their sturdy
construction Lufkin mi-
crometers stand up well
under constant use. Be-
cause of their design
they are easy to adjust
and easy to read. See
them at your dealer's
and write for complete
catalog.
•
S A G I N A W , M I C H I G A N • N E W Y O R K C I T Y
TAPES • RULES • P R E C I S I O N T O O L S
LUFKIN
1.Under the wing of a giant Lockheed Con-stellation, in the shadow of one of thebig ship's four Wright Cyclones, two
men talk. One is a veteran airline pilot
who lives and works in a world most
people haven't yet begun to know or under-
stand or even to imagine! The other, a man
who has seen a whole vast western section
of America change in his lifetime as if by
magic!
& * •* A New Kind of
Horsepower is
Changing Your World
This is the story of what is likely the biggest
thing that has happened in our time . . .
of a new kind of power spreading throughout
the world. . . of a new force affecting our
lives, our outlooks, and our incomes as perhaps
only electricity has done since the turn of
the century.
2 The Westerner operates a ranch that wasliterally made possible by power —electricity and irrigation from the great
Boulder Dam harnessing the Colorado
River. Power which made possible the
conversion of millions of acres of barren
wilderness into fertile ranches and farms!
3 No wonder he's eager to hear the pilottell of a new super-power — such as thatof the Wright Cyclone . . . the engine
which speeds the great Boeing B-29
Superfortress across the air miles to Tokyo
. . . power that makes possible a trans-
Atlantic flight every 13 minutes.
4 Most efficient power plant in the world,today's Wright Cyclone packs a horse-power into less than a pound of metal.
Four Cyclones develop more power than
the mightiest locomotive operating in
the Rocky Mountains . . . and already this
new power is changing ranches and
farms, business and homes . . .
These Cyclones help make possible the
operation of U. S. transport planes over
more than 110,000 miles of global air
routes. For example, 1,800 cargo ship-
ments daily leave a single U. S. airport,
and millions of miles are daily flown by
U. S. airlines and the Air Commands of
our armed services.
|~ AVIATION OFFERS A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR COLLEGE ENGINEERS: WRITE ENGI- "I
[_NEERING PERSONNEL BUREAU, CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION, PASSAIC, N.J.j
M a y , 1945
Carrying our men, materials, ideals to
the corners of the earth — breaking down
barriers of distance — the Cyclone power
of American aviation is changing the
world you live in...right over your head!
LOOK" TO THE SKY, AMERICA!
CURTISS
WRIGHT
AIRPLANES . ENGINES • PROPELLERS
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FM will probably replace AM for local stations
where the advantages of FM can be put to
greatest use. This will leave clear channels avail-
able for high power AM stations whose greatest
range will provide coverage for regions not
covered bv FM.
WHAT IS FM?
(Continued from page 28)
example, by the military services) where it is
desired merely to transmit intelligence for a long
distance and noise is not important. In the future
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